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Abstract: We present a virtual test bed for network security evaluation in mid-scale
telecommunication networks. Migration from simulation scenarios towards the test
bed is supported and enables researchers to evaluate experiments in a more realistic
environment. We provide a comprehensive interface to manage, run and evaluate ex-
periments. On basis of a concrete example we show how the proposed test bed can be
utilized.

1 Introduction

The design and development of security solutions such as Intrusion Detection Systems

(IDS) is a challenging and complex process. The evolving system needs to be evaluated

continuously from the first idea to an implemented prototype. There exist several ways to

study a system, whereas the most accurate one is the analysis of the deployed solution in

the production environment. However, in the case of IDS evaluation, real experiments in-

corporating attack scenarios can not be done in the operational environment. The induced

risk of failures, such as service loss is too high. In addition, at the beginning of the IDS

development process there exists no finished system to be evaluated.

A simulation environment simplifies the studied problem and allows researchers and de-

velopers to concentrate on the most critical issues [LPD10]. However, if all experiments

and analysis have been done and one wants to realize this protocols or application for real

world use there is a need for a more realistic environment for testing and evaluation. For

this very reason, evaluation is often carried out in small testbeds, but as the environment

usually needs to consist of several hosts and network equipment it is costly to be main-

tained and configured. Virtual machines are a solution for modeling mid-scale networks,

but the simulated experiments need be recreated from scratch.

In the scope of this work, we present a solution to migrate simulation experiments from

NeSSi
2, the Network Security Simulator, into a scenario-based virtual testbed. Scenario-

based virtual test beds enable the description and execution of network elements, topology

and configuration of the deployed hosts in a configuration language. It provides a central

user interface from where experiments can be defined, executed and analyzed. Instead

of using simulation we use virtualization. The hosts execute a Linux kernel and are able

to communicate via the standard Linux network stack. The overall approach provides the
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